Portable Fuel Purifyer
For Critical Emergency Fuel Supplies

The TOPS Portable Purifying System is an economical, lightweight, compact packaged unit designed to be used for the purification of the fuel in the generator belly / day tanks or the boiler day tanks.

This system recirculates the stored diesel fuel and purifies it with advanced and specialized equipment resulting in clean, dry, decontaminated fuel. It removes harmful bio-contaminates, eliminates water and filters out the dirt and grime. After purification, the clean fuel is returned to the storage tank through a manual nozzle.

In case of emergencies make sure to have clean and dry Fuel
When clean fuel is critical to your operation...

**Clean Fuel is Better than Stagnant Fuel**

All diesel fuel stored for an extended period of time in an above or below ground fuel storage tank is prone to contamination. Water, dirt, particulates and biological contaminants will combine over time to form sludge in the fuel and on the walls of the storage tank. This sludge can clog the fuel filter on the generator supply line, shorten the life of your equipment, plug the generator’s injectors and cost you thousands of dollars in repair and disposal of contaminated fuel.

The TOPS Fuel Purifying System provides clean, dry, contaminate free fuel which extends the life of your equipment and ensures that your emergency equipment will function when you need it most.

This Equipment together with TOPS Fuel additive for water removal and algea inhibitors you can ensure to have clean and dry fuel in an emergency.

**System Benefits**

- Maintaining a clean, dry, reliable fuel source.
- Eliminate clogged filters and injectors.
- Lower equipment maintenance cost and longer equipment life.
- The cost of contaminated fuel disposal eliminated.
- Equipment is always ready in an emergency

**Portable Fuel Purifyer**

The TOPS Portable Purifying System is an economical, lightweight, compact packaged unit designed to be used for the purification of the fuel in the generator belly / day tanks or the boiler day tanks.

**Cabinet Fuel Purifyer**

The TOPS Fuel Purifying System is housed in a permanently installed weatherproof cabinet. This Cabinet is mounted adjacent to the main fuel storage tanks for the boiler or emergency generator.